HEALTH & SAFETY INFORMATION

Right turns to be prohibited out of Gilston Road.
Vehicles will need to U-turn at Pilmere
Roundabout to access Carkeel Roundabout.

CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, OPERATION,
DECOMMISSIONING AND DEMOLITION PHASES
1.

In preparation of the construction method statements
consideration should be given to the close proximity of any
structures that may be affected by construction.

3.

The contractor shall refer to statutory undertakers' layout
drawings and identify locations of existing overhead and
underground services prior to carrying out excavation works.

4.

NOTES:

This drawing shall be read in conjunction with the
Pre-Construction Information and any existing Health and
Safety File(s) produced.

2.

Refer to the designer's risk register and the works information
for full details of the residual risks associated with this work.
Significant residual risks are listed here and referenced on
the drawing:

4.1.

© This drawing is Copyright. It should not be relied on or used in
circumstances other than those for which it was originally prepared
and for which CORMAC Ltd was originally commissioned.
CORMAC Ltd accepts no responsibility for this drawing to any
party other than the person(s) by whom it was commissioned.

New hatch markings (Diag. 1040)
and give way markings
(Diags 1003 and 1023).

1.
2.

New traffic island to prevent
right turns and to facilitate
crossing. Includes tactile paving.

Key:

Existing footway
New footway in existing verge

New directional sign
to be replaced/added.
Direct vehicles to
u-turn on Pillmere roundabout
for Plymouth/Liskeard/A38.

New footway over existing private drive
HB2 kerb
Dropped BN kerb
Transition kerb
Concrete edging
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3.

450mm 'Shared Use' signs
(Diag. 956) and 'Cyclists rejoin
carriageway' sign (Diag. 966)
sited on new 76mm post.
Corduroy paving at shared
use route extents.
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Tactile paving
New signage location
Bollard
Traffic island. Concrete infill.

Ladder and tramline
tactile paving at
segregated route extent.
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Corduroy paving

Chicane to avoid
utilities.

3.

Ladder and tramline tactile paving
at segregated route extent.
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2m wide route for cyclists
behind existing bus stop.
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600mm 'Turn left ahead' sign
(Diag. 609) sited on
new 76mm post.
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Edge lines (Diag. 1010) and
750mm cycle markings (Diag.
1057) across private access.

All dimensions are in metres unless otherwise stated.
Do not scale from this drawing.
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Continuous line marking
(Diag. 1049B, 150mm wide).
2.

Path narrows to 2.5m
at street light/property
boundary. (Subject
to investigation of
unclear land ownership)
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PROJECT TITLE:

Saltash Walking & Cycling Phase 1b

3.00
450mm 'Shared Use' sign
(Diag. 956) sited on new 76mm post.

2.50

Pillmere
Roundabout

Existing footway widened into grass verge.
3m wide shared use.
New F2 footway area: 142m²

3.
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450mm 'Shared Use' sign (Diag. 956) and
'Cyclists rejoin carriageway' sign (Diag. 966)
sited on new 76mm post.
Corduroy paving at shared use route extent.
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